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About Sterling
Sterling operates through a variety of subsidiaries within three 
segments specializing in E-Infrastructure, Transportation and 
Building Solutions in the United States, primarily across the 
Southern, Northeastern, Mid-Atlantic and Rocky Mountain 

provides advanced, large-scale site development services for 
manufacturing, data centers, e-commerce distribution centers, 

Solutions includes infrastructure and rehabilitation projects for 
highways, roads, bridges, airports, ports, rail and storm drainage 

commercial concrete foundations for single-family and multi-
family homes, parking structures, elevated slabs and other 

sustainability by operating responsibly to safeguard and improve 

Table of Contents

“We build and service the infrastructure that enables our economy 
to run, our people to move and our country to grow.”

— Joe Cutillo, CEO
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Message From Our Leaders

the core tenets of our transformation — solidifying the base 
business, growing high-margin services, and expanding into 
adjacent markets — has enabled us to build a company that 
today is generating industry-leading margins, exceptional 

sight of our commitment to our people, our customers, our 

While we are extremely proud of our past accomplishments, 
our focus is on the future, and we could not be more excited 

building the manufacturing production coming back to the 

(AI) and other emerging technologies, critical transportation 

the strength in our end markets and continued opportunity
for margin expansion position us well to deliver strong
bottom-line growth in the years ahead and create continued 

2023 HIGHLIGHTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Focusing on optimizing margins and returns to drive value 
for shareholders

Strategically, we remain focused on allocating our resources 

Strong, multi-year investment trends are driving opportunity 
across each of our segments

strong demand related to data centers and the reshoring 

center market will remain strong for the foreseeable 
future as our customers work to support continuously 
increasing data demand and the needs of AI and other 

favorable location for manufacturing capacity additions 
and expansion, given geopolitical and global supply 

margins, which provides visibility for growth and margin 

Joseph A. Cutillo Thomas M. White

Dear Shareholders,
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Market conditions for our Transportation Solutions business, 

across our core Rocky Mountain states drove Transportation 

which were slow to emerge following the passage of the IIJA, 

revenue and margin in Transportation Solutions, so long as 

and are facing structural housing shortages, driving 
demand for both single-family and multi-family homes in 

were thrilled to welcome Professional Plumbers Group 

plumbing capabilities into our residential service portfolio 

Balance sheet strength provides opportunity

believe that the best use of our cash is strategic acquisitions 
that expand our suite of services, enhance our competitive 

active in the pursuit of potential targets, with particular focus 

share repurchase authorization, which should allow us to 

capital in a thoughtful and disciplined manner to create 

than the national average for construction companies of our 

building a best-in-class safety program, as noted by the 
many safety accolades we received, including two of our 

Transportation and Roadway Association and being awarded 

the program and foster a culture of caring to send our 

Protecting our people 
remains our top priority.

Additional accolades include numerous project of the year 

Sustainability is central to our success
At Sterling, we believe sustainable and equitable business 
practices are integral to our success and enable us to deliver 

America of tomorrow, we embrace our responsibility to 
adopt and develop sustainable solutions for our industry 

are committed to diversity of knowledge at all levels of 

We work together to explore new opportunities, utilize 
advanced technologies and further our commitment to 

WELL POSITIONED FOR 2024 AND BEYOND
We are proud of our achievements, but our focus is on the 

continuing to focus on the pillars of our strategy and delivering 
on our commitments to our employees, our stakeholders 
and our planet, we will continue to deliver exceptional value 

Sincerely,

Joseph A. Cutillooseph AAAAAAAA.... . Cutillo Thomas M. White

We build and service the infrastructure 
that enables our economy to run, our people to 
move and our country to grow.
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1. From Continuing Operations unless otherwise noted

$138.7M + depreciation and amortization $57.4M + net interest expense $15.2M + 

2023 Results at a Glance1

Total Revenue 
Growth +11%

$1.97
BILLION

Diluted EPS 
Growth +41%

$4.44

Combined 
Backlog4  

$2.37
BILLION

Growth +23%

$338
MILLION

Operating Income 
Growth +28.7%

$206
MILLION

Net Income 
Growth +43%

$138.7
MILLION

EBITDA2

Growth +24%

$259
MILLION

Generated

$478.6
MILLION

Operations3

v

Our team’s entrepreneurial spirit and commitment to excellence 
help to deliver strong results year after year.
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Sterling is a leading infrastructure service provider of E-Infrastructure, Transportation and 

Proven Path of Success

Strategic Element

1.

Strategic Element

2. Grow 
high-margin 
products

Strategic Element

3. Expansion 
into adjacent 

Executing to the 
next level of growth

E-Infrastructure Solutions 
Transportation Solutions
Building Solutions

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 202320172016
Tealstone  CCS

Myers 
Kimes & 

Stone 

Transformational evolution continues as a
Leading Infrastructure Service ProviderHeavy Civil 

Business
= 

One Service 
Offering

Heavy Civil
+

Residential
= 

Two Service 
Offerings

Heavy Civil
+ 

Residential
+  

Specialty
=

Service 
Offerings

Transportation Solutions
+ 

Building Solutions
+  

E-Infrastructure Solutions
=

Infrastructure Service 
Provider

2015

Strategic Execution  |  Proven Results  |  Strong Growth

Sterling’s strategic vision 
is based on the following 
elements and objectives:

Sterling’s successful strategic, multi-year business transformation 

+ Solidify the base
+ Grow high-margin products 

and services
+ Expand into adjacent markets

Strategic Elements
+ Reduce risk
+ Grow the bottom-line
+ Exceed peer performance 
+ Build a platform for future 

accretive growth

Next 5 years

Strategic Vision 
Introduced

Strategic Transformation at a Glance
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Building Solutions

with residential and commercial concrete 

E-Infrastructure Solutions

warehousing, transportation, power 
generation and more

Transportation Solutions

storm drainage systems 

Three-Year CAGR*

13%
Revenue

15%
Operating

Three-Year CAGR*

33%
Revenue

23%
Operating

3.5% Revenue
16% Operating Income
Operating Margins Reached 15.0%

26% Revenue
26% Operating Income
Operating Margins Reached 11.4%

16% Revenue
57% Operating Income
Operating Margins Reached 6.6%

Setting Our Sites on the Future of Infrastructure

Three-Year CAGR*

4%
Revenue

52%
Operating



Delivering More Value to Our Customers
Than Ever Before

We remain focused on and committed 
to our strategic vision and ever-increasing 
sustainability efforts.

Another Year of Outstanding Results in 2023
+++ Revenue growth of 11% 
+++ EPS growth 41%
++ Backlog growth at year end 46%
+++ STRL share price increased 168% versus 

a 25% increase in the S&P 500 

What’s more, we believe that building trust 
through transparency is a critical element of 
long-term success. By focusing on our people,
customers and communities, as well as 
leveraging our work across the sustainability
landscape, we encourage meaningful 
shareholder and stakeholder engagement. 

Delivering Value to Our Investors
+++ Strong management executing a

consistent track record of proven results
++ Consistent growth of higher-margin 

lower-risk work and strong stock returns
++

and end markets

Caring for Our Communities 
includes supporting numerous organizations 
in over 20 states.

+ Food banks
+ Schools
+ Building homes
+ Blood drives
+ Community health
+++ Education
++ Environmental protections

Protecting Our Environment
++ Sound governance 
++ Environmentally responsible 

construction, services and solutions
for today and tomorrow

The entrepreneurial spirit that drives us 
delivers exceptional results. We have the
industry’s best people, and we are committed 
to taking care of one another, our customers, 
our investors, our communities and the 
environment, The Sterling Way.

viiiviii

The Sterling Way

Sterling publishes annual sustainability reports to share our sustainability practices, goals and initiatives. 
We will continue to publish sustainability reports within The Sterling Way (ESG) section of our website to 

COMMITTED TO CARE

This is (The Sterling Way).
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Focus on the 
bottom line 

Customer-
 centric culture,

people-centric 
approach

Deliver 
exceptional value  
for our shareholders 

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR SUCCESSES.

Each of our segments is performing well and is poised for continued growth 

WE EMBRACE THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE.

As we look forward, we will leverage the foundation we have built through our 

strategy, which we believe will continue to allow us to deliver exceptional value 

business through acquisitions, we are focused on targets that are accretive and 

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES ARE GOOD BUSINESS PRACTICES.

At Sterling, we understand that every facet of our work impacts the infrastructure 

That is why we believe sustainable and equitable business practices are integral 

As we develop some of the nation’s largest project sites, build roads and bridges 
and lay foundations for our homes, we embrace our responsibility to develop 
environmentally sound solutions for our industry and further our commitment 

contained in this presentation are not guarantees of future performance, and we cannot assure any reader that such statements will be realized or the 

speak only as of the date made, and we undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements for any reason, whether as 
a result of new information, future events or developments, changed circumstances or otherwise, notwithstanding any changes in our assumptions, 

:

 E-Infrastructure Solutions, Plateau Excavation project site

 E-Infrastructure Solutions, Plateau Excavation project site

Sterling, for Better and Beyond














































































































































